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Abstract

This work first presents a coding theorem on linear coding over finite rings
for encoding correlated discrete memoryless sources. This theorem covers
corresponding achievability theorems from Elias and Csiszár on linear coding
over finite fields as special cases. In addition, it is shown that, for any set of
finite correlated discrete memoryless sources, there always exists a sequence
of linear encoders over some finite non-field rings which achieves the data
compression limit, the Slepian--Wolf region. Hence, the optimality problem
regarding linear coding over finite non-field rings for i.i.d. data compression is
closed with positive confirmation with respect to existence.

We also address the function encoding problem, where the decoder
is interested in recovering a discrete function of the data generated and
independently encoded by several correlated i.i.d. sources. We propose
linear coding over finite rings as an alternative solution to this problem. It is
demonstrated that linear coding over finite rings strictly outperforms its field
counterpart, as well as the Slepian--Wolf scheme, in terms of achieving better
coding rates for encoding many discrete functions.

In order to generalise the above achievability theorems, on both the data
compression and the function encoding problems, to the Markovian settings
(homogeneous irreducible Markov sources), a new concept of typicality
for sequences, termed Supremus typical sequences, is introduced. The
Asymptotically Equipartition Property and a generalised typicality lemma of
Supremus typical sequences are proved. Compared to traditional (strong and
weak) typicality, Supremus typicality allows us to derive more accessible tools
and results, based on which it is once again proved that linear technique over
rings is superior to others. In contrast, corresponding arguments based on the
traditional versions either fail to draw similar conclusions or the derived results
are often hard to analyse because it is complicated to evaluate entropy rates.

To further investigate the fundamental difference between traditional
typicality and Supremus typicality and to bring our results to a more universal
setting, asymptotically mean stationary ergodic sources, we look into the
ergodic properties featured in these two concepts.Our studies prove that an
induced transformation with respect to a finite measure set of a recurrent
asymptotically mean stationary dynamical system with a sigma-finite
measure is asymptotically mean stationary. Consequently, the Shannon-
McMillan-Breiman Theorem, as well as the Shannon-McMillan Theorem,
holds simultaneously for all reduced processes of any finite-state recurrent
asymptotically mean stationary random process.From this, we see that the
traditional typicality concept only realises the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman
Theorem in the global sequence, while Supremus typicality engraves the
simultaneous effects claimed in the previous statement into all reduced
sequences as well.
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